
The distinction is subtle but to Christians an important one. How do you live
your day: having or being? We live in a materialist age, schooled and
influenced to believe that the world has neither creator nor intelligent design,
only things, stuff, formed from careening atoms. And so, the world coaxes us
into acquiring stuff, holding and hoarding stuff, and consuming things. If
God’s realm doesn’t exist, and all we are is stardust, then we may as well
gather as much stardust as we can within our meaningless grasp. Having is all
that matters. Whoever dies with the most toys wins.

Followers of Christ, though, take a starkly different view
or, shall we better say, a richly different view. We are far
more than mere material. God indeed formed us from the
earth’s dirt. But then he breathed his life into us, giving
us access to him and his realm beyond this earthly realm.
We are more than stardust. We are children of God.
Christ has made us his brothers and sisters with his grace
as our eternal key to his royal home. And as God’s
children, members of his household, we are beings more
than havings. Our life is not in what we acquire, hold,

and consume but in whom we know as our Father, loved of God. Ecclesiastes
teaches us that message, that having and consuming is chasing after the wind
until we rest in obedience to our loving God.

As you proceed through your day, remind yourself that your day is not to have
but to be, not to acquire and hold but to dwell in your divine status. That subtle
shift from having to being can alert you to the presence of God, to the whispers
of his Spirit. Our bodies need bread; our children need shelter. We have much
to do to provide both. But our daily prayer is for God’s bread, the Bread of his
presence, wherein we dwell and rest. At day’s end, we count not what we have
gained or lost in material things but with whom we spent our day, conscious of
the presence, activity, and provision of God.


